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The basic goal of vocational and educational
counselling is to assist people in the determination of an
occupational choice. This counselling process must be
.sensitive to both intrinsic and extrinsic pressures. An
occupation should satisfy the needs of an individual. It
should bring him a livelihood, maintain his interests, and
give him a source of personal satisfaction. To this end
the talents, capabilities, interests, and goals of the
individual should be considered.
Many tests and inventories have been developed by
educators and psychologists. These tests cover a great
many phases and, kinds of human development. Among these
tests and inventories are some whose function is to bring
into focus the vocational interests of the individual.
Although there are some people who place little faith in
the results of these tools, Edward K. Strong (1952) mentioned,
as a result of his twenty-year follow-up of engineer
interests,
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Whatever an interest test measures, whether interests,
preferences, values, goals'or what have you, it
measures something very stable and permanently possessed
and something thaticontributes very greatly to occupational
choice.
It is reasonable to assume that interests have
something to do with the type of work which an individual
is motivated to, undertake and to assume as a calling.
Therefore, it is necessary for people in the area of education
and training to'1amke themselves aware of the tools now used
by educational, vocational, and psychological counsel ors,
and to become acquainted with the various tools concerned
with interest measurement. It is necessary for those in the
areas of vocational and educational counselling to develop
and investigate new concepts centered around these established
interest inventories.
Primarily this research was conducted in an attempt
to establish the concurrent validity of the computational,
artistic, musical and outdoor scales of the Kuder Preference
Record-Vocational Form C with respect to application to the
college of education. students of Mathematics, art, music
and physical education and to establish the interest profiles
of these students as indicated by the inventory.
Kuder's Administrator's Manual (1960) classified the
.teaching occupation according to the major interest areas of
the Kuder-Vocational. Table 1 shows that he classified the
teacher of mathematics according to the computational scale,
the teacher of art according to the artistic scale and the
3TABLE 1
CLASSIFICATION OF TEACHING OCCUPATION ACCORDING TO







teacher of music according to the 'musical scale, but he never
classified the -reacher of physical education according to the
outdoor scale.
The researcher, however, classifies the teacher of
physical education according to the outdoor scale. He regards
the following rationale as basis for classification. Some
outdoor traits which would possibly characterize the
predisposition of a teacher of physical education, are found
in the inventory. Some of these traits are shown as follows:
exercise in a gymnasium,
play baseball,
take a course in physical education,
teach games to children.
The main questions concerning the concurrent validity
of the four scales of the Kuder-Vocational and the interest
profiles of the students are stated as follows: Can the
projected highest interest scores on the computational,
artistic and musical scales be significantly related to the
students' actual interest in mathematics, art and music?
Can the projected highest interest scores on,the outdoor
scale-be also significantly related to the students' actual
interest in physical education? Is the inventory sensitive
enough to detect the students of physical education who seem
apparently to be in close relationship with students of the
projected highest outdoor scale? What can be said about the
interest profiles of the criterion groups and the projected
groups of highest interest scores in the computational,
artistic, musical and outdoor scales of Kuder-Vocational?
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Since the development of the general understanding
of individual differences, much has been done in the areas
of abilities, achievement, performance skills and interests.
People have been trying to.increase their knowledge in these
areas in order to predict more effectively the future
behaviour of the individual. The development of a qualified
teacher is an expensive but necessary and inevitable
requirement of our community. Therefore any worthy clues
which we may have to present to teachers and counsellors
which will help them understand and realize the potentialities
of their subjects will be well worth our efforts in searching
for them.
This study may well prove valuable for the Colleges
of Education in Hong Kong in selecting students. Those who
are considering teaching as a career, need information for
guidance pertaining to their specific interests.
There appear to be no records of test validation in
the field of interest measurement with respect to the College
of Education students in Hong Kong. Until now no study has
been ma e concerning the interest profiles of collige of
education student groups taking various selected course
subjects. This study is an attempt partially to bridge this










E. Reasons for popularity.
A. Development. After six years of work, G. Frederic
Ruder published the Form A. Kuder Preference Record-Vocation
(Kuder-Vocational), and distribution began in 1939. Since
that time many revisions have been made in the inventory,
and today Form C is commonly distributed. Because of the
complexity of the task of interest measurement prior to this
time and. the expense in the utilization of such inventories,
such an undertaking was found to be of great value to people
who were in need of a simple, efficient, and economical tool.
Application was particularly immediate in the areas of
education and industry. At present there is widespread use
01- this inventory, particularly in the area of educat_ion.
Few secondary schools in America which have an organized
guidance program do not use, or have not used at some time,
the Kuder-Vocational.in their group testing programs or for
individual testing (Silvania, 1956 Arnold, 1958). Student
groups were used in setting up and developing Kuder-Vocational,
Form A, thus making it more applicable initially to student
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groups. Since the publication of Form B and Form C, many
studies have been conducted utilizing occupational groups.
Many norms have been established for reference and comparison.
The original Kuder-Vocational was constructed with
seven interest areas, each of which appeared feasible to
Kuder-Vocational at that time. The initial inventory, Form A,
contained scores on the following areas of interest: Science,
Computational, Musical-Artistic, Literary, Persuasive Social
Prestige, and Athletic. The 1942 edition, Form B, gave scores
for nine interest areas. These are Mechanical, Computational,
Scientific, Persuasive, Artistic, Musical, Social Service,
Clerical, and Literary. Kuder dropped the Social Prestige
and Athletic scales and added the Social Service, Clerical,
and Mechanical because these three scales appeared to be
more generally applicable to occupational choice than the
Athletic and Social Prestige scales.
Form C was published in 1948. This form included an
Outdoor scale which, once again, increased the range of
occupations covered by the inventory. Many users of Form B
expressed a need for a measure of interest in agricultural,
naturalistic, and outdoor activities. An exploratory study
was begun in 1944 to discover whether a reliable scale could
be developed in this general area, and whether it would overlap
greatly with the scales alreadly in Form B or would reveal
occupational differences. The results encouraged Kuder to
undertake the development of an Outdoor scale. Form C also
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contains a verification score (V-Score). This score :aas
incorporated by Kuder (Reid, 1951)' for the purpose of
identifying those people who were, as he termed it, faking
their responses (Kuder, 1950). This effort was to increase
the reliability of the instrument, thus making the results
more meaningful to the individual. This Score was determined
by--- locating certain responses in the record which are
ordinarly marked by almost everyone who is answering carefully
and sincerely and who comprehends what he has read. (Kuder,
1950). The profile sheet for Forms CP and CM, the most
current forms, notes:
If your V-Score is 37 or less, there is some reason or
doubting the value of your answers, and your other
scores may not be very accurate. If your V-Score is
45 or more,' you may not have understood the directions,
since 44 is the highest possible score.
Intervening experimental editions were developed.
these editions contained other scales which were subsequently
dropped because they lacked independence, had a lack of
reliability, or perhaps had a relationship to the age of the
individual taking the inventory.
The individual scales themselves were developed
the basis of independence and internal consistency. Every
item was checked for independence within a new scale when
revisions were made on the inventory, thus making the new
scale itself independent from the other scale, This provided
generally low correlations among scales.
It may be said that the instrument was constructed
9with extreme care and consistency on the part of Kuder. It
has evolved from a seven-scale inventory to one of ten scales.
These ten scales constitute the most applicable, universal,
and uncorrelated interest areas which Kuder was able to
identify. The present edition is the Form E edition.
The Form E edition is known as the Kuder General
Interest Survey (KGIS) which is a revision. of the Kuder
Preference Record-Vocational Form C, and is very similar to
it in item and inventory format, score profiles, and suggested
interpretation. In the manual's words, the KGIS was developed
in response to a need for such an instrument for use with
younger people, particularly at the junior high level. New
and revised items and vocabularies suitable to the 6th grade
pupils appear to be its major features. Its 10 occupational
scales and Verification scale are identical in name and
similar in psychometric characteristics to the Form C scales,
and the brief, formal scale descriptions are to all intents
and purposes the same. Since the KGIS and its manual were
published in 1963 and 1964, respectively, it is somewhat.
surprising that by 1970 it silo appears to be a relatively
unresearched and unreviewed instrument. This is perhaps
because it is so seemingly similar to the Kuder Form C, about
which just the opposite is true.
B. Validity. Interest inventories are difficult to
validate'at best. Super (1947) pointed out that the Kuder-
Vocational had something of a guarantee for content validity
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because of the methods which Kuder used in checking and.cross-
checking. items when he was developing his test.
Hahn (1945) placed little faith in the Kuder-
Vocational and -suggested that it had not been fully tested
in terms of validity. However Hahn (1945), himself, did
research in an effort to establish. norms for specific
occupations. By now there have been many studies made by
people interested in developing norms for various occupational
groups and vocational training groups, all of which tend to
indicate a certain validity utilizing these groups as criteria
(Kuder, 1956),
In using the Strong Vocational Interest Blank (SVIB)
as a criterion for validation, Triggs (1943) reported some
relationship between the Kuder-Vocational scales and the
group scales on the SVIB. Indeed she reported a correlation
of .693 between the Persuasive scale and the Business Contact*
Group Scale---
Kopp and Tussing (1947) attempted to compare the
results of the Kuder-Vocational with the Cleeton Vocational
Inventory and a questionnaire, which included occupations
covering the nine Kuder-Vocational areas. The occupations
found on the questionnaire were rated according to the
degree of desirability by 115 boys and 117 girls, all of whom
were high school students. The correlation between the
Kuder-Vocational and the degree of desirability for the boys
was .59, and for the girls the correlation was .50. The
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first choices of the boys were within the three highest scores
on the Xuder-Vocational scales in 90. 0 per cent of the cases.
Kopp and Tussing reported that their findings compared
favourably with the results of Crosby and Winsor (1941), who
made a similar investigation using a sample of a college
population.
After having administered the Kuder-Vocational to 50
World War II patients in a hospital and obtaining the oral
agreement or disagreement with the results by the patients,
Brown (1950) found that subject confidence in the Kuder
ratings was highly significant.
For practical purposes we can assume that the Kuder-
Vocational is a reasonably valid instrument. It was suggested
that the methods used and time required for the initial
construction, the relationship between the Kuder-Vocational
scales and the Strong Vocational Interest Blank, and the
correlation between stated interests and interests measured
by the Kuder-Vocational, all lend themselves to this
conclusion.
C. Reliability. Test-rentest studies have been made
in an effort to check the reliability of the Kuder-Vocational
as well as to measure the stability of groups of individuals
over a period of time or after an experience common to the
group.
The Revised Manual for the Ruder Preference Record,
published in 1946, presented a table of the reliabilities of
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the nine scales (Kuder, 1946). This table indicated
reliability coefficients determined by the Kuder-Richardson
Formula, Case IV, as well as test-retest reliability
coefficients determined from three-day to two-month intervals.
These correlation coefficients were determined by sampling
student groups as well as groups of men in different occupations.
Coefficients ranged from .81 to .98. The 1956 edition of the
Examiner Manual (Kuder) reported reliabilities ranging from
.84 to .93, as determined by the Kuder-Richardson Formula.
Herzberg and Houton (1954) studied the stability of
the Kuder scales using test-retest time lapses of 2 years
and 4 years, utilizing a sample which, at the time of the
initial test, hada mean age of 16.8. Correlation coefficients
at the end of two years ranged from .61 on the Social Service
scale to .75 on the Mechanical. The four-year follow-up
produced coefficients of correlation which ranged from.. 51
on the Persuasive scale to .84 the Mechanical scale. They
found no significant difference between the variances for
test and retest.
Kuder' s Manual (1960) reported that the following
results were obtained from a distribution of ranks on the
follow-up testing for scales on which each student had obtained
their highest score on the first test: For 29 percent of the
girls the highest scale was still the highest 4 years later,
and for 60 percent it was among the top three 4 years later.
For 37 percent of the boys the highest scale was still the
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highest 4 years later, and for 65 percent it was among the
top three 4 year later.
White (1958), using more mature subjects, whom he
tested with Form C at the beginning of the ninth grade, at
the end of the tenth. grade, and again at the end of the
twelth grade, found even greater stability of interest. His
data showed that the chances were about even that a ninth-
grader's top Kuder C interest area would be the same when he
was a senior, and four out of five that it would be among his
top three.
Fox (1947) found correlation coefficients of .85 on
the Scientific scale to .42 on the Persuasive scale when a
group of 58 ninth grade boys and 76 ninth grade girls were
retested after two months with the Kuder-Vocational Form B.
He also found the measured interests of girls were more
definitely established than those of the boys. In Table 2
is shown the order of test-retest stability in the various
areas. The areas are listed in order of decreasing stability
after a period of two months following the first administration
of the Kuder.
Stoops (1953) found correlations ranging from .31 to .85
for boys and .38 to .72 for girls after retesting a group. of 109
high school students who took the Kuder-Vocational Form B during
their freshman year and again after an interim of two years.
Traxler (1943) noted high correlation between the
Kuder Form A and the Kuder Form B on the seven applicable
14
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ORDER OF STABILITY AFTER A PERIOD OF TWO MONTHS
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scales. Kuder (1946) indicated the correlation coefficients
for Form B and Form C, utilizing the nine-areas in common to
both inventories, to range from .942 for the Social-to .978
for the Mechanical scale for boys, and .930 on the Literary
to .988 for the Computational scale for the girls. These
results indicated that norms originated by Form B were
applicable to individual results found by utilizing Form C,
and vice-versa.
Mallinson and Crumrine (1952) administered the Kuder
to 250 students in the ninth grade who were.retested in the
twelfth grade. The results of this investigation were
summarized:
The highest interest area remained highest throughout
the high school period in 80 per cent of the cases.
The second highest interest remained second highest
throughout the high school period in 70 per cent of the cases.
The third highest interest remained third highest
throughout the high school period in 52 per cent of the cases.
The lowest interest area remained lowest throughout
the high school period in 43 per cent of the cases.
The second lowest interest remained second lowest
throughout the high school period in 35 per cent of the cases.
The third lowest interest remained third lowest
throughout the high school period in 22 per cent of the cases.
Mallinson and Crumrine concluded that:
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Students may be counselled reliably on the basis of
interest at the ninth grade level provided that the two
or three highest areas of interest and the two or three
lowest areas of interest are considered in such counselling.
Reid (1951) administered the Kuder to 145 college
freshmen who consented to be retested in fifteen months. The
mean age of the group was 18.4 years. The Pearson's product-
moment correlation coefficients for this group, using scores
obtained when first tested as one variable and scores obtained
fifteen months later as the other variable, are shown in Table 3.
These studies support the contention that the Kuder-
Vocational has adequate reliability. The application of the
Kuder-Richardson Formula, and long and short term test-retest
studies have indicated substantial correlation coefficients.
D. Criticism.
(i) Vocabulary difficulty
The problem of word meaning is doubtlessly critical
for many people to whom a test such as the Kuder-Vocational
is administered. Christensen (1946), after considering 27
ninth-grade non-college preparatory pupils, showed that ninth-
grade students often have erroneous concepts of many of the
words used in the inventory, and this may be a source of error
in test administration, particularly at that level. Roeber
(1948) studied the applicability of the Kuder in terms of the
difficulty of its vocabulary for high school students. He
made a comparison of seven interest inventories. Kuder's
inventory, with a vocabulary difficulty of grade level 8.4
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TABLE 3
CORRELATION OF SCORES ON THE KUDER PREFERENCE
RECORD-VOCATIONAL USING SCORES OBTAINED












contained the lowest percentage of difficult words. However,
his study suggested that there were words in all interest
inventories that were too difficult for high school students.
(ii) Fakability
Faking of responses on the Kuder-Vocational is also
a factor reducing the reliability of the instrument.
Evidence of deliberate attempts to fake the inventory was.
given by Longstaff (1948), Healy (1952) and Durnall (19054).
These studies showed the results of the Kuder-Vocational to
be susceptible to conscious alteration by the person taking
the inventory. Gehman (1957) suggested five motive
possibilities for the alteration of the results of an interest
inventory. Scores might be altered by
1. the way he felt at the time,
2. the way he hoped others thought he fel
3. the way he wished he could feel,
4. item interpretation,
5. combinations of the above.
(iii) Work experience
Bateman (1949) studied the effect of work experience
on high school students' vocational choice. Work experience
was defined as
Practical activity in the production or distribution of
goods or services exercised in a normal way in bsuiness,
industrial, professional, and institutional fields and
for which pay was received.
ThP Kuder was ctiven_ to working and non-working junior anc
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senior high school students. Bateman concluded that working
and non-working students did not differ greatly in their
interest patterns. On the other hand, Dressel and Matteson
(1952) investigated the relationship between experience and
interest at the college level at Michigan State College
Counselling Centre and drew somewhat different conclusions.
The'Kuder was administered to seventy subjects. Dressel
concluded that, Students who expressed interest in a
particular area tended to be conditioned by the extent of
their experience in that area. Herzberg and Russell (1953)
indicated that variations which occur in interest patterns
were the result of job experiences.
(iv) Properties of ipsative scores
In view of the properties of ipsative scores, there
are some limitations in the interpretation of the scores.
Martin (1965) in the Sixth Mental Measurements
Yearbook reported that empirical evidence often failed to
substantiate the notion that a score above the 75th percentile
promised satisfaction or success in a given occupation or
school subject. Conversely, a high school bay might have a
low percentile rank on mechanical and still had enough
mechanical interest for success and satisfaction in occupations
generally labeled mechanical.
Martin (1965) also reported that a person with many
strong interests might be lower on a given scale than another
person who had only mild interest in that area but even
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less in others and hence precluded this possibility of
interpersonal comparison. Thus the Kuder scores would fail
to reflect a generally high or low level of interest for
example, the evidence that high ability students tended to
be characterized by many high interests could not be properly
reflected by the Kuder scores.
Bauernfeind (1969) pointed out that the highest percentile,
rank on a student's Kuder profile did not necessarily indicate
that he would prefer that activity to other activities.
However, Bauernfeind (1969) gave some arguments
favouring use of ipsative forced-choice instruments as follows:
The ipsative forced-choice technique provided the instrument
with a greater potential for validity, higher reliability and--
greater resistance to faking. The forced-choice testing
functioned as a realistic microcosm of everyday behaviour.
Certainly interest inventories have their limnitations.
These studies indicated that there might be fluctuations of
scale scores which resulted from both unconscious and conscious
`sources Semantics, experiences, personality and ipsative
scores were included in the former while- deliberate faking
was contained in the latter. However when the interest
inventories are taken with understanding and good faith,
they appear to produce meaningful results.
E.' Reasons for popularity.
Clifford (1959) in the Fifth Mental Measurements
Yearbook reported that the Kuder-Vocational was an attractive,
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popular inventory useful in vocational counselling with high
school youth and many adults. Very extensive use was made in
clinical and educational settings. It was easily administered
and conveniently scored by hand or by machine. Appropriate
answer sheets, scoring stencils, and profile sheets were
available for Forms B and C. Examinees found the Kuder-
Vocational an interesting inventory, although some had difficulty
choosing among seemingly equally attractive, or unattractive,
alternatives in the triadic forced choice items. It could still
said correctly that the Kuder-Vocational, among interest
inventories, was a carefully planned, well constructed instrument.
In the literature which has just been reviewed, it
was reported that the Kuder-Vocational had been carefully
constructed, and had been published after six years of work
on the part of Kuder. The initial form contained seven scales.
The latest form contained ten. This evolution also saw the
inclusion of the validity score, a score constructed to
locate those who were faking their responses or who had not
understood the directions. The inventory was fairly reliable
and valid. The limitations of the inventory were noted, such
as the problems of semantics and faking. Reasons for the
popularity of the inventory were also given.
Although the Kuder-Vocational was originally designed
for use in the United States, one could not know if its
psychometric qualities in terms of validity would be
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significantly changed when used in another geographical area
such as Hong Kong. This present study was conducted to
explore this issue. Owing to limited resources, as indicated
in the following sections, only the concurrent validity of
a few scales (computational, artistic, musical and outdoor)
of the original Kuder-Vocational was investigated on the
basis of the responses of students at two Colleges of
Education in Hong Kong.
Hypotheses
Four hypotheses were formulated as follows:
(1) There is no significant relationship between the
actual interest in mathematics and the projected interest on
the computational scale of the Kuder-Vocational among female
students at Grantham College of Education and at Northcote
College of Education.
(2) There is no significant relationship between the
actual interest in art and the projected interest on the
artistic scale of the kuder-Vocational among female students
at Grantham College of Education and at Northcote College of
Education.
(3) There is no significant relationship between the
actual interest in music and the projected interest on the
musical scale of the Kuder-Vocational among female students
at Grantham College of Education and at Northcote College of
23
Education.
(4) There is no significant relationship between the
actual interest in physical education and the projected
interest on the outdoor scale'of the'Kuder-Vocational among
female students at Grantham College of Education and at
Northcote College of Education.
Each of the above four hypotheses were repeated:
(1) for the male students at Northcote College of
Edcuation, and
(2) for the male and female students at both Grantham
College of Education and Northcote College of Education.
Pfin i dons
Concurrent validity is concerned with the relation of
test scores to an accepted contemporary criterion of
performance on the variable that the test is intended to
measure.
Actual interest is defined as the aggregate score
based on (1) current enrollement of the selected course
subject, (2) receiving a favourable estimate from the
lecturer, (3) first choice of the same selected course
subject when admitted to the College of Education and (4).
personal expression of actual interest in the same selected
course subject.
Projected interest is aerinea as the nignesz inzt2re5z
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scale scores at the profile section of the Kuder Preference




This study was designed to investigate the concurrent
validity of the computational, artistic, musical and outdoor
scales of the Kuder Preference Record-Vocational Form C among
students at two colleges of education.
The procedures are illustrated in Table 4. In this
table, subjects with inappropriate V-score or in another
words, who failed to secure V-scores between 38 and 44,
inclusive, were first deleted from all parts of analysis and
electronical computations. The subjects were classified
according to their actual interest in the curriculum of
mathematics, art, music and physical education. The actual
interest'is used as the criterion in this study. The criterion
used by the subjects was further classified into two sub-types*
(1) and (2). Criterion (1) is tighter than criterion (2)
(See footnote of Table 4). The projected interest of the
subjects was also classified into two sub-types (1) and (2).
The projected interest (1) is tighter than projected interest
(2). Validity is estimated by the relationship of the




a. Deletion of subjects in the sample with inappropriate
V-scores.









1. The criterion is the actual interest of the subjects in
the sample in this study. Actual interest is used as
the criterion in this study.
2. Criterion is divided into two sub-types of (1) and (2).
Criterion (1) is defined as the Actual interest in
Chapter One. Criterion (2) is defined as the aggregate
score based on current taking of the selected course
subject and receiving favourable estimate of the lecturer
(See Appendix 3).
3. Projected interest is also divided into two sub types of
(1) and (2). Projected interest (1) is defined as the
first highest scale scores. Projected interest (2) is
defined as the first and second highest scale scores.
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Validity is estimated by the phi correlation co-
efficients and is followed by the chi square to test for
significance for each of the four cases as shown in Figure 1.
Case 1 refers to comparison of students using criterion (1)
and those securing the first highest scale scores (projected
interest 1) on the Kuder-Vocational. Case 2 refers to
comparison of students using criterion (1) and those securing





Case 4Projected Case 2
interest (2)
Fig. 1 The Four Cases of Comparison of the Criterion
Group and the Projected Interest Group
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Case 3 refers to comparison of students using criterion (2)
and those securing the first highest scale scores (projected
interest 1) on Kuder-Vocational. Case 4 refers to comparison
of students using criterion (2) and those securing the first
and second highest scale scores (projected interest 2) on
Kuder-Vocational. Data were analysed for each sex and both
together.
Besides the use of phi correlation coefficients, the
percentages of match agreement between criteria and projected
interests would indicate whether or not the criterion groups
of mathematics, art, music and physical education are closely
related with their projected interests on the computational,
artistic, musical and outdoor scales of the Kuder-Vocational.
Data were also analysed for each sex and both together.
For each of the scales investigated, the interest
profile of the criterion and that of the projected group
were compared and the results were illustrated graphically.
sampling
The sample consisted of all female and male students
of mathematics, art, music and physical education at Northcote
College of Education and all the female students of mathematics,
art., music and physical education at Grantham College of
Education for the academic year 1975- 1976. The number of
female and male students at Northcote College of Education
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was 122 and 60 respectively. The number of female students
at Grantham College of Education was 130. The total number
of students in the sample of this study was 312. gables 5,
6 and 7 show the distribution of the female and male
students by course subjects selected at the two colleges of
education.
The students in the sample ranged in age from 18 to
25 years with a mean age of 19 years.
The two colleges were selected for three reasons.
first of all, the two colleges use two different languages
is medium of instruction. 54.7% of the subjects at Grantham
-ollege of Education were graduates of Chinese middle schools
chile all subjects at Northcote College of Education were
graduates of Anglo-Chinese secondary schools. Thus about
40% of the total sample were graduates of Chinese middle
schools and 60% graduates of Anglo-Chinese secondary schools.
Secondly, the two colleges are alike in a number of
aspects. The students entering the colleges belong to
approximately the same range of achievement in the general
results in the Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination.
Because the two colleges are run by Hong Kong government and
are closely related to each other in matters of curriculum,
it may be hypothesized that their students would be of
similar lever of achievement.
Thirdly, since the selected colleges represent about
two-thirds of the total population of all colleges of
30
TABLE 5
DISTRIBUTION OF FEMALE STUDENTS BY COURSE SUBJECTS
SELECTED AT GRANTHAM COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
130Total sample size
No. of students with inappropriate 17
V-scores
113No. of students for analysis
Art MusicP.E.Subjects selected IMaths.
Actual interest (1)/ 12261221
Criterion (1)









DISTRIBUTION OF FEMALE STUDENTS BY COURSE SUBJECTS
SELECTED AT NORTHCOTE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
122Total sample size
No. of students with inappropriate
17
V-scores
105No. of students for analysis
MusicMaths. ArtP.E.Subjects selected
Actual interest (1)/ 22 52110
Criterion (1)
Actual interest (2)/Actual
932 3022interest Criterion (2)
9673 7583Deleted
22212417Projected interest (1)





DISTRIBUTION OF MALE STUDENTS BY COURSE SUBJECTS
SELECTED AT NORTHCOTE COLLEGE OFDUCTION
60Total sample size
No. of students with inappropriate
10
V-cr-nrPr,
50,No. of students for analysis
MusicArtMathsP.E.Subjects selected
Actual interest (1)/ 13109
Criterion (1)








education in Hong Kong and represent neither the upper nor
the lower extremes in achievement and ability among all
colleges of education in Hong Kong, they are, in the opinion
of the researcher, more or less representative of the norm
and the whole population of student teachers in Hong Kong.
Instruments
(1) The Kuder Preference Record-Vocational Form C.
It is a self-scoring inventory containing 168 items. It
discriminates among ten different interest areas. Each
item is structured in triad form. The examinee responds to
the activity he would most enjoy and the one he would least
enjoy. The -responses--- are indicated by pin holes punched in
an expendable insert placed in the test booklet. The insert
pad has ten printed patterns of connected circles which
represent the ten interest areas covered by the inventory.
The raw score for any interest area is determined by the
simple addition of circles within the pattern associated
with a specific scale. The number of pin holes within any
given category is compared to the general norms published by
the author. These are found on the profile sheets which
accompany the inserts. Profile sheets may be obtained for
high school groups and also for adult norm groups.
Scores are 'obtained in the following ten areas,
interpreted as follows (Kuder, 1960):
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uutaoor: .lncilcates a preference for work that keeps
one outside most of the time, usually dealing with animals
and growing things.
Mechanical: Indicates a preference for work with
machines and tools.
Computational: Indicates a preference for working
with numbers.
Scientific: Indicates a preference for discovering
new facts and solving problems.
Persuasive: Indicates a preference for meeting and
dealing with.:people,' and promoting projects or things to sell.
Artistic: Indicates a preference for doing creative
work with one's hands. It is usually work that has eye
appeal involving attractive design, colour and materials.
Literary: Indicates a preference for reading and
writing.
Musical: Indicates a preference for going to
concerts, playing instruments, singing, or reading about
music and musicians.
Social Service: Indicates a preference for helping
people.
Clerical: Indicates a preference for office work
that requires precision and accuracy.
(2) The members of the teaching staff of Grantham
College of Education and Northcote College of Education were
asked to designate any of the Kuder interest areas of
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computational, artistic, musical and outdoor to which they
believed their curriculum had a positive relationship. A






(3) Lecturers rating scale. A rating scale was
designed to secure for all students an estimation of the
amount of interest in their selected course subjects by a
lecturer who knew the students well. These ratings were
made on a scale from 1 (very low interest) to 9 (very high
interest). If two lecturers rated the students, ratings
were averaged (See Appendix C).
(4) Personal data sheet. 'A personal data sheet
indicating sex, year of study, the current selected course
subjects taken, the first choice of selected course subjects
when entering the college and self-expressed actual:rinterest
in the selected course-subjects was designed to be'completed
by each student (See Appendix D).
(5) A 'supplementary explanatory' -sheet. The present
researcher showed the inventory booklet to a number of college
lecturers. They generally considered that the inventory might
be difficult in English for a few graduates with comparatively
lower English level. from Chinese middle schools. Because of
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this comment, .the. researcher translated into Chinese some
test items after each of the pilot studies and formed the
supplementary explanatory sheet (See Appendix E).
Experimental Procedures
Pilot study.
Before the main investigation was conducted, pilot
studies to discover. any practical difficulties in the testing
procedure, English difficulty in attempting the inventory,
the time required for completing the inventory and the
initial estimate of concurrent validity of the four scales,
were carried out with Form VI. students at Po Leung.Kuk C.F.A.
No.1 College and a number of practising teachers who were
recent graduates of the'three colleges of education in Hong
Kong. These'studies were followed by interviews with the
subjects. It was found that students above Form 5 standard
would generally find no English difficulty. In these pilot
studies any items which were once marked unclear, were
translated into Chinese to make the supplementary explanatory
sheet. The' adult profile was found to be more suitable to
the Chinese students above the age of 18. Time allowed for
completing the inventory would beat least one and a half-
hours. The scoring of the interest scales yielded a very
favourable initial estimate of concurrent validity.
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Main 's to dy.
For the main investigation, the principals of the
two colleges of education were approached regarding pre-
arrangements for subjects, time and place of testing.
Materials of consumable booklets Form CP, punch pins,
corrugated backboards and instruction sheets were prepared.
The test for Grantham College of Education students
was administered on 5th and 6th January, 1976, and that for
Northcoote College of Education students on 15th and 19th
January, 19 76, normal lessons in the colleges being abandoned
on those days. The chief examiner was the researcher and the
two oth` r examiners been prevlously trained. At the
appointed time, the chief. examiner gave an introductory talk
to the subjects with the aim of motivating them to cooperate
in the experiment. The subjects were told the nature and
importance of the experiment, the contribution it might make
to our knowledge and the proce iiures to be followed.
Before starting the test, each subject was required
to comple-te the personal data sheet.
The testing rooms were kept quiet, well lighted and
well ventilated. Participants were not allowed to be
interrupted once they had started marking their responses.
Each person had enough table space for an open test booklet
contain ing the answer section.
The examiners watched the subjects carefully during
the first few minutes to see that the pins were being used
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correctly, and to make sure that each person was making one
most and one least choice for each group of three activities.
Since the subjects were taking an interest test, no
time limit was set. The examiners stayed in the rooms until
every subject had finished the written-test. The same
procedure was followed in both colleges of education.
Immediately after the test, interviews were arranged
with the related lecturers who knew the students well to
receive further: information about their students and to
secure from them the ratings on the strength of interest of
their students.
Data Analysis
(7) Althouth the phi($) and tetrachoric correlation (Yt)
are both used to compute relationships in a fourfold, or doubly
dichotomous or consinuous distrbution, the phi coefficient is
preferred in this study, because the phi can be easily
computed for all distributions. Tetrachoric correlation has
meaning only for large samples. it is difficult to compute yt
when one of the marginal proportions such as a+ b is small
N
(Walker and Lev, 1953).
As for the dichotomous trait in the point biserial
coefficient, arbitrary values may be assigned to the two
categories into which the X-scale is divided and also to
the two categories into which the Y--scale is divided. For
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this purpose any numbers whatever may be used and the final
outcome will be the same, but the work is minimized by using
0 and 1. Let a, b, .c, and d represent frequencies,
0 1
bI a a+b




where N= the total number of students and
X2 is used to test the significance of by referring N c to
a chi-square table with 1 degree of freedom (Walker and
1953).
However, the x2 test requires that the expected
frequencies (Eij) in each cell should,not be too 'small.
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when they are smaller than minimal, the test may not-be properly
or meaningfully used.- Cochran (1954) makes the recommendation
that if the frequencies are in a 2 x 2 contingency table,
the decision concerning the use of X2 should be guided by
the consideration that when N 40, use X2corrected for
continuity (Siegel, 1956). In the present investigation,
the expected frequencies were small and therefore Yates'
continuity correction was used in computing c. The complete
formula is as follows:
(2) Pereantages were also used in addition to the
to indicate whether of not to e projected interests obtained
by stud entss fr:o.m the Kuder--Vocat.'Lonal were closely related
to their actual interests. 1E1 a to be treated in this part
involved the number of students Who had the actual interest
in each o4 he to i. selected course subjects of mathematics,f
artistic, musical and physical education, and the number of
students in the college who obtained their projected interest
from each of the four scales of the Kuder Vocational.
(3) %omputations of the interest profiles of
mathematics, art, music and physical education students using
criterion (1) and those obtaining the first and second highest
interest scale scores in their selected course subjects from
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the Kuder-Vocational, were electronically performed on the
I C L- 1900 computor, The Chinese University of Hong Kong.
Fortran IV program listings of statements for the mean and
standard deviation of the ten scales of the Kuder-Vocational
were developed, and the profiles of horizontal histogram of
standard deviation and point plot of means of the scales




The results of this research are reported in three
sections: (1) test validity, (2) the interest profiles and
(3) 1imitatio I A.
Test Validit
In the foi? o 'rin.g, test validity is discussed with
reference to the your cases of comparison of the criteria
and projected intere t: gro ::s as indicated in Figure 1 at
P. 27
Case 1:
Table 8 shows the correlation coefficients for case 1
by comparing the sL.udents of .-ziathe:atics, art, music and
physical education using criterion (1) with the students
obtaining the first highest scale scores on the Kuder-
Vocational. Table 9 shows the results of the chi square
tests for significance of phi correlation. The limits
beyond which the null hypothesis is rejected for the .001,
.01 and .05 levels of significance are 10.83, 0.64 and 3.84
for the x2 test with one degree of freedom. The calculated
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TABLE 8
MATRIX OF PHI CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BASED ON
COMPARISON OF STUDENTS USING CRITERION (1) AND
THOSE OBTAINING THE FIRST HIGHEST SCALE SCORES





-0.02G.C.E. (N. S0. 4 2 1.360.53
0.08 (N. S.)0.47 0.27
0.050 .50 0. 3a, 3 2 (N.S.)
Male tua1c.lts
0.51 0.04 (N. S.)N C.E.
i
Ove.-all Total
(N)(N.S)0.32 0.05All Combined 0.460.52
less students in tie grouphree or le









CHI SQUARE TESTS FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
PHI CORRELATIONS BASED ON COMPARISON
OF STUDENTS IN CASE 1
Compu-
Artistic Outdoor









Three or less students in the group
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x 2 value for the female students at N. C. E. on the musi.:al
interest area was 7.65. This value was significant at .01
level of significance. The calculated X2 values for all the
other groups of female students, male students and the overall
total on the computational, artistic and musical interest
areas were above 13.00 and therefore significant at .001
level of significance. However, the calculated X2 value of
all female students, male students and the overall total on
the outdoor interest area ranged from 0.058 to 0.68 and were
fa.r below t,??e critical , a l pie of X2 at the .05 level of
si.:7n i.fioanc.. This . s :0 say, t e data analysis can reject
p< 0.012 all theeirst thereunll hypotheses referring to
and musical scales,, but failedthe cauputeral, mitisic abd
to rairoe the who fowth referring to the outdoor
SCa1e.
ZCase
Tanble 1t0 shows correlation coefficients for
case 2 by comparing the studen i-hema tics art music
and physical education using criterion (1) with the students
obtaining the first and second highest scale scores on the
Kuder-Vocational. Table 11 shows the results of the chi
square tests for significance of phi correlation. The
calculated X2 value of female students at N . C.E. on the
musical interest area was 7. 10, and that for male students
at N. C. E. on the computational interest area, 5.45. These
scores are significant at the .01 and .05 level of significance,
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TABLE 10
MA 'RIX OF PHI CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BASED ON
COMPARISON OF STUDENTS USING CRITERION AND
THOSE OBTAINING THE FIRST AND SECOND HIGHEST




0. 3 8 65 0.38 - 0. 01 (N. S.)
N.C.E. 0 3 4 0.26 0.03 (N.S.)
Combined 0. 51* L. 0. 6 0.35 0.05 (N.S.)
M a1e Students
N. C. E. 0.33*
.E. 0.19 (N.S.)
Overall Total
0.60* 0.340.48All Combined 0.07 (N.S.)








CHI SQUARE TESTS FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
PHI CORRELATIONS BASED ON COMPARISON





CE 0.11)1035.3230. 62N. G.EC
Combined 0. 5 526.71
Male students
5.45 1. 81G. C. E. 5.45
Overall Total
1.3130.98964861.75All Combined





respi:tively. The X2 value nor all the ot_ner groups o
female students, male students and the overall total on the
computational, artistic and musical interest areas were above
16.32 and therefore significant at the .001 level of
significance. The X2 value of all female'students, male
students and the overall total on the outdoor interest area
however ranged from 0. 0 11 to 1.81 and were far below the
critical value of x2 at the .05 level of significance.
Therefore, the data analysis can reject (p 0.05) all the
first three null hypotheses referring to the computational,
artistic, and musical scales, but failed to reject the fourth
nu3 1. hypothesis referring to the cutdcor scale.
Case 3
Table 1.2 shows the sorre1.ation coefficients for
case by comparing the dtudents of mathematics, art, music
and physical education using oriterion (2) with the students
obtaining the first highest scores on the Kuder-
Vocational Table 13 shows the results of the chi square
tests for significance of phi correlation. The calculated
x2 value of female students at N.C.E. on the musical interest
area was 9.45 and those for male students at N.C.E. on the
computational and artistic interest areas were 5.12 and 3.92
respectively. These values were significant at the .01 and
.05 levels of significance respectively. The calculated X2
values for all the other groups of female students, male
students and the overall total o n the computational, artistic
49
TABLr 12
MATRIX OF PHI CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BASED ON
COMPARISON OF STUDENTS USING CRITERION (2) AND
THOSE OBTAINING THE FIRST HIGHEST SCALE SCORES
ON KUDER-VOCATIONAL (CASE 3)
Compu-









0.11 (N.S.)0.430 .460.48All Combined









CHI SQUARE TESTS FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
PHI CORRELATIONS BASED ON COMPARISON




TG G.C. F 19.01. 21.88 33.00 0.45
N C. E. 31.67 9.45 . 8 0
Combined 55.1 6.70 44.15 3.68
.gale Students
N. 0.E 5,12 3.92 1.28
Overall Total
49.5556.7161.74 3.24All Combined
Three or less students in the group
29.50
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and musical inter-t areas were above 19.00 and therefore
significant at the .001 level of significance. The
calculated x2 values of all female students, male students
and the overall total on the outdoor interest area ranged
from. 0.45 to 3.80 and were below the critical value of X2
at the 0.05 level of significance. This is to say, the data
analysis failed to reject the fourth null hypothesis referring
to the outdoor scale, but can reject (p. .05) all the other
null hypotheses referring to the computational, artistic and
musi cal scales.
C_as e 4
Table ..it-J4vs t_i.e r-rela.tion coefficients for
case 4 by :m r inq ti-e. stt!.. d tea s of m :hram,atics, art, music
and 'h y .tea ca education us c r' 1. `er ion 2 with the students
obtaining the first- af:d sec nd h i. ?he st scale scores on the
hinudes-- v' cationc 1, J` i!_ t 5 show t results of the
scr ar°_ tests for significance of ph correlation. The
calculated x 2 valu: for female students at N. C. E. on the
musical interest area was 15.16 and that for male students
at N. C. E. on the art 1_stic interest area, 8.41. These values
were significant at the .01 level of significance. The
calculated X 2 values for the other groups of female students,
male. students and the overall total on the computational,
artistic and musical interest areas were above 12.50 and
therefore significant at the .001 level of significance. On
the other hand the calculated X2 values of all female students,
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TABLE 14
MATRIX OF PHI CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BASED ON
COMPARISON OF STUDENTS USING CRITERION (2) AND.
THOSE OBTAINING THE FIRST AND SECOND HIGHEST




EC.E. o.51 0.06 (N.S.)0.620.36
0 0.12 (N.S.)0.6
Combined o.46 0.11 (N.S.)0 6o 50
Male Students
0.210. 410. 5 0N.C.E.
Overall Total
0.44 0.10 (N.S.)0.60.52All Combined









CHI SQUARE TESTS FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
PHI CORRELATIONS BASED ON COMPARISON
OF STUDENTS IN CASE 4










Three or less students in the group
male students and the overall total on the outdoor interest
area ranged from 0.41 to 2.72 and were below the critical
value of x2 at the .05 level of significance. Therefore,
the data analysis failed to reject. the fourth null hypothesis
referring to the outdoor scale, but can reject (p 0.01)
all the other null hypotheses referring to the computational,
artistic and musical scales.
This research of concurrent validity was concerned
primarily with the significance of relationship between the
criteria and. projecited interests in the computational'.
artistic, musical and outdoor scales of the kuder-vocati
applied to the coliege of education students. It was tudied
est validity criterion andin tour case from the stropjest validity rit ri
Interest in the first case to the weakest criterionprojected
and projectod interst in the fourth case set forth in Chapterj
Two Although the four sascs differed in strength with respect
to the criteria and prcriteria and prosected intersts, data analysis showed
that the results of the four cancs could all the same prove
significant relationship (p .055) between the criteria and
the- projected -interests on the computational, artistic and
musical scales. It also showed that interest in the outdoor
scale of the Kuder-Vocational did not refer to interest in
the physical education in the. Colleges of Education.
Table 16 shows the percentages of match agreement
between criteria arid projected interests for the four scales
of Kuder-Vocational in the four cases.
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As can be seen in his study, female scoring of the
omputational, artistic and musical scales in the four cases
yielded criterion-interest match agreement ranging from 44%
to 94% and that of outdoor scale yielded match agreement
ranging from 29% to 55%. For each individual case, the worst
hatch agreement occurred on the outdoor scale while better
hatch agreement occurred on the other three scales. In cases
2 and 4, while the criterion remained the same with cases l
end 3 respectively, the projected interest was loosened by
the addition of the second highest scale scores to the first
highest. The match agreement on the outdoor scale therefore
rose from 29% in case 1 to 51g case 2 and from 33% in case
3 to 55% in case 4 resectively.The match agreement of the
other three scales in case 2 and 4 rose in percentage
propor ticonall.This is to say the match agreement on the
outdoor scale remained the worst among the four scales.
Owing to the insufficient number of male subjects in
certain groups,male scoring of the four seales could not
totally be computes except for the computational and outdoor
scales as shown in Table 16. M.al e scoring of artistic scale
could be computed in cases 3 and 4 using the weaker validity
criterion. Musical scale scores for the four cases and
artistic scale scores for cases 1. ,and 2 were omitted. The
match agreement of the computational and artistic scales of
the four cases ranged from 29% to 83% and that of outdoor
scale ranged from 10% to 33%. For each individual case, the
56TABLE 16
CRITERION-INTEREST MATCH AGREEMENT FOR THE
COMPUTATIONAL, ARTISTIC, MUSICAL AND OUTDOOR





Case 1: Comparison of students using criterion (1) .and
securing the first highest scale scores




2511 4029 94. Outdoor
Case 2: Comparison of students using criterion (1) and
securing the first and second' highest scale score
7670 411073
48 51852. Artistic
MDS 941893 47951 4033314. Outdoor
Bsing criterion (2)andCase 3. Comparison of students
securing the first righest scale scores




Case 4: Comparison of students using criterion (2) and
securing the first and second highest scale scores
77 607117601. Computational
83 786 6978632 Artistic
29 9431933. Musical
2 6 47731955544. outdoor
Three or less students in the group
The plus sign represents the best match, and the minus












worest match agreement occurred on the outdoor scale while
better match agreement occurred on the other three scales. In
cases 2 and 4, with the addition of the second highest scale
scores to the projected interest, the match agreement on the
outdoor scale rose from 11% in case I to 33% in case 2 and from
10% in case 3 to 26% in case 4 respectively. The other two
scales of computational and artistic in cases 2 and 4 yielded
proportionally better match agreement. It showed that the
worst match agreement still remained on the outdoor scale.
he overall tc. tal. scoring on the computational,
artistic a-tir. :. ty of four cases as shorn in
D, tA L. r s t tl a tt..ch qi eemen t 'ranging
from 45* to 943 and that ed cutdoor scale yielede match
agreement ranglng from 254 ti 47. por each individual case.
the worst match aqreement ourred on the outdoor scale
while better match agrenment occurred on the other three
scales In case 2 Lsing the sime criterion as case l and
in case 4 using the same sriterion as case 3 withe the
addition of the secnd highest cale scores to the projcted
interest the match agreement on the outdoor scale rose trom
25% in case l to 47% case 2 and from 24% in case 3 to 47%
in case 4 respectively The other three scales ot
computational artistic and musical in case 2 and 4 yielded
proportionally better match agreement The worst match
agreement was still found on the outdoor scale.
The scores of females males and the overall total
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on the computational, artistic and musical scales yielded
high percentages which showed good match agreement between
the students' actual interests in mathematics, art and music
and their projected-interests on the respective scales. The
scores on the outdoor scale however yielded low percentage
which showed a poor match agreement between the subjects'
actual interests in physical education and their projected
interests on the outdoor scale. In cases 2 and 4, even.
with the addition of the second highest scale scores to the
projected intoest, the worst match agreement was clearly
shown between the actual interest in physical education and
the projected interet on rhe ourdoor scale, whereas better
ma tch arree:nent were shown on the other three scales.
Although the four cases differed in strength in both
criteria and projected interests, data analysis showed that
the results of the criterion-interest match agreement for
the four cases ware highly consistent. Significant
relationship were formed be weep the criteria and the
projected in terestts on the computational., artistic and
musical scales, but much less relationship between the
criteria and the projected interests on the outdoor scale,
This is to say, the percentages of criterion-interest match
agreement proved to substantiate foie validity data computed
by the phi correlation.
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The Interest Profiles
For each of the criterion groups and projected
interest groups of females and males, the mean and standard
deviation were computed electronically for each of the ten
Kuder-Vocational scales. The mean scores and standard
deviations of the criterion (1) groups of mathematics, art,
music and physical education and the projected first and
second highest computational, artistic, musical and outdoor
scales groups of females and males are found in Tables 17,
18, 19 and 20 respectively.
The mean and standard deviation of these groups are
also depicted R ure 2 shows the profile of
the horizontal histoqram of standard deviation and point
plot of mean of the female criterion (1) group of music.
The profiles of the other crriterion groups of mathematics,
art, music and physical education and the projected highest
computat Tonal, arti stic, mu_ ical and outdoor scales groups
of .females and a1 es are found in appendices H through K.
Fo each of the scales investigated, the interest
profile of the criterion group and that of the projected
interest group were compared and the results were illustrated
graphically on the Kuder profile sheet to indicate whether
or not agreement could be found between the two different
sets of profiles.
The interest profiles for the criterion groups of
mathematics, art, music and physical education and the
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TABLE 17
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF KUDER-VOCATIONAL SCORES FOR MIATHEMATICS CRITERION
STUDENTS AND STUDENTS OBTAINING THE PROJECTED HIGHEST SCORES IN COMPUTATIONAL SCALE
Females Males
Criterion Projected Criterion Projected
Interest Interest
( n = 33 ) ( n = 47 ) ( n = 10 ) ( n = 17 )




























































































MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF KUDERR-VOCARTCORES FOR ART. CRITERION STUDENTS
AND STUDENTS OBTAINING THE PROJECT 'D HLGHEST SCORES IN ARTISTIC SCALE
Females Males
Criterion Projeected Criterion Projected
.Il:! err t. Interest
(0=49) (n=64) (n=3) n=11)
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
0. Outdoor 47.3' l 0.. 4 ,1 38.8 12.2
39.3 11.9
1. Mechanical. 2 3 .2. Computat:iona 23.2 4 .7.7 30.1 5.4
3. Scientific 29.3 8.2 28.2 9.0 38.3 8.6
4. Persuasive 37.8 2.3 38.9 7.5 41.1 8.3
5. Artistic 42.4 42 5 3.8----- 37.3 6.5
6. Literary 20.9 6.3 19.6 6.6---- 15.1 6.5
7. Musical 16.6 5.5 1,7.3 6.2---- .12.9 6.8
8. Social Service `51.0 9.7 49.7 10.4---- 45.7 9.9
9. Clerical 40.7 13.4. 41.4 1.2.5---- 47.7 9.7
Three or less students i n. tale group
9
Mean S.D. MEAN S. D.
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TABLE 19
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF KUDER-VOCATIONAL SCORES FOR MUSIC CRITERION
STUDENTS AND STUDENTS OBTAINING THE PRODJEVTED HIGHEST SCORES IN MUSICAL SCALE
Fomales Males
criterion Projected Criterion Projected
Interest Interest
(n=17) (n=73) (n=1) (n=12)
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
0. outdoor 41.8 11.8 42.2 9.4
42.2 6.4
1.Mechanical 25.8 9.1 26.4 7.5 37.6 10.8
2. Compurational 24.3 5.3 25.1
7.1 25.5 6.8
3.Scientific 23.1 6.6 28.8 8.4 43.2 11.6
4. Persuasive 36.9 4.7 38.0 8.7 34.7 8.2
5. Artistic 28.9 6.4 31.2 8.4 22.1 8.8
6. Literary 22.1 5.5 19.5 6.9 18.2
5.2
7.Musical 25.9 3.9 24.2 3.7 24.2 4.5
8.Social service 50.8 11.0 52.5 8.9 50.0 9.7
9.Clerical 47.6 8.4 46.2 10.9 40.8 7.1
Three or less students in the group
TABLE 20
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF KUDER- VOCATIONA.SCORES FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION CRITERION
STUDENTS AND STUDENTS OI3TAININ THE PRORRMCD HIGHEST SCORES IN OUTDOOR SCALE
emaLes Males
Criterion P:o ected Criterion Projected
Interest Interest
(n= 31) (n9) (n=6)
MEAN S.D. MEAN S.B. MEAN S. D. MEAN S. D.
0. Outdoor 652.0 11.8 62.5 6.3
1. Mechanical 31.9 i 9.:? 36. I 8.7 39.7 10.4
2. Corn u tat .ora. 26.'4.6 6.4 25.7 6.9 28.7 7.4
3. Scientific 34.8 .I0. 32.0 9.1 39.9 11.9 46.3 7.2
4. Persuasive 41.3 10.9 36.3 9.3 34.3 9.3 36.2 11.5
28.4 8.2 32.3 8.9 23.8 8.4 25.3 10.25. Artistic
6. Literary 9.2 7.1 21 .1 7.1 20.7 5.7 20.7 4.1
7. Musical 15.9 6.8 18.5 9.0 15.9 8.9 10.7 6.0
8. Social Service 61.2 6.7 53.9 9.7 56.8 10.1 53.8 10.1
9. Clerical 44.8 11..4 41.2 12.3 39.6 7.8 40.5 7.7
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Fig. 2 Profile of the Horizontal Histogram of Standard
Deviations and Point Plot of the Means of the Female







projected interest female and male groups of computational,
artistic, musical and outdoor at the two Colleges of Education
are presented in Figures.3 through 10.
The results for each of the four scales are discussed
in the order of computational, artistic, musical and outdoor.
As an expedient measure, the following presentation of results
will refer to the groups as mentioned above.
Computational. In considering the comparison of the
profiles between the female mathematics criterion group an A.
the corresponding project? interest group, it was found
that t ea highest scores boy groups were on the computationa
oz on the computationalraw scscats In both groups the mean
scale was approximately one poing highe. for the projected
interest group. loweat scores of both groups were on the
clerical Scale. The mera diffferoncees of the other scales
between the criterion groups as l-0 :he projected interest groups,
that ag geeranged from 0.6 to 3.2 points. The results showed
ment was found in the profiles between the two groups.
The uude.r. Vocatio lay interest pa ttert for the female
mathematics criterion group tested in this study was ccnpu-
tational, scientific, social service, outdoor, while tl- at
for female computational projected group was computational,
mechanical, outdoor., scientific. The highest scores of both
groups were on the col putational scale. The Kuder Manual
interpreted high scores on this scale to indicate persons
who liked to work with numbers.
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N C EO I EA V LI SFCT
I I S I R A Mean for femaleCA A LO TT CSNO criterion (1)I IS Ew S C EIT C mathematics studentsI OC E RO LSC
Mean for female40 4656 52 To46 8126 students obtaining56 3639 51 6955 4545 8035 the first and6850 5454 44 25 67 795353 49 34 second highest43 66 78435252 24429 computational scale65 7148 4250 41 47 64 7649 scores41 2340 34 50 7548 633323139 46 40 7449 2247 624538 33 39 30 7248 6146 37 32 44 38 21 60 71 90 8036 47 294580- 3731 43 7035 36 5942 46 28 20 6934 30 35 59
43 33 29 40 45 27 68I
42 32 28 43 33 66 7070 42 32 25 18 56 65
41 27 37 41 31 24 56 64
29 26 36 62
38 28 39 29 23 61 6060 37 25 35 52 60
36 27 34 38 28 22 16 59
35 26 24 50 58
34 25 23 26 49 5734 -25 -23 - 5050
22 36 25 55
32 24 31
31 23 21 46 5330 24 13 4540
I
29 21 19 29 32 22 17 12 44 50
28 21 19 28 31 21 4320 3030 30 16 11 483026 20 18 42 47
25 19 17 26 28 19 15 10 41 46
24 1824 18 16 25 27 40 45
14 39 4417 26 18 38
-2020 22 421 16 15 24
20 15. l4 23 18 36 40
10 5 5 13 8 7 4 2 15 231
Fig. 3 Comparison of Profile of Female Criterion(l)
Mathematics Students and Profile of Female Students






























Fig. 4 comparison of Piofile of Male Criterion (1)
Mathematics Students and Profile of male Students




























































































































































































































































































The rank order of the three remaining scores:
scientific, social service, outdoor obtained by the criterion
group and mechanical, outdoor, scientific obtained by the
projected interest group supported the description of the
computational type person tending to be computationally and
scientifically oriented. It was not surprising that the low
literary, artistic a musical and persuasive interests scores
and the lowest clerical interest scores were recorded on the
remaining scales, as they seemed to show an aversion for
computational and scientic intrest.
The comparlson of the profiles between the male
mathematics criterion group and the corresponding projected
interest group produced the: similar results that the highest
scores of both groups were cr they computational scale. In
both groups the mean raw scores on the computational scale
were one paint higher for the projected interest group. The
mean differences of other saales ranged from 1.0 to 6.6 points.
The Kuder- Vocatiornal interest pattern for the male
mathematics criterion group and `hat for the male computational
projected group tested in this study were camputational,
social service, artistic, clerical and computational, social
service, clerical, artistic, respectively. The highest scores
of the two groups were also on the computational scale which
indicated a preference for working with numbers.
The second dominant i terest of these groups was
social service which indicated that the male students had
69
interest in helping people. The Kuder Manual interpreted
those who obtained high scores on this scale liked a teaching
occupation. The rank order of the two remaining scores:
artistic, clerical obtained by the criterion group and
clerical, artistic obtained by the projected interest group
proved that the males had other diverse strong interests
in art and office work.
Artistic. The results of the comparison of the
profiles between the female art criterion group and the
corresponding ro jetted into es t group showed that the
highest scores of butte groups were on the artistic scaleJ
with. practicly the same mcea.raw scores. The mean
differences of the other sca I s I-between the two groups ranged
T e results showed that agreementfrom to 3.2 points.
group profiles.observed in terms of the graip rofiles
was The Kudeeer Joca-IIiona i int rest pattern for the female
artistic criterion group and that for the corresponding
projected interest. group were recorded to be of the same
pattern artistic, outdoor, mechanical, musical. The
artistic scale which-was the highest projected scale in both
groups indicated persons who liked to do creative work with
their hands. The Manual. made a further interprets on that it
was usually work that had eye appeal involving attractive
design, colour and materials.
The second dominant interest of these groups was











Fig.5 Comparison of profile of Female Criterion (1)
Art Students and Profile of Female Students Obtaining
the Highest Artistic Scale Scores.















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































work that kept them outside most of the time and usually
dealt with animals and growing things. The rank order of
the two remaining scores of mechanical and musical obtained
by the two groups supported the description of the artistic
personality type for these groups. It was not surprising
that these groups scored low on the computational, scientific
and erical scales which might have an aversion for artistic
and musical interests.
The profile of the male art criterion group was
lacking owing to the lnadequace ate size. of the sample in this
sItudy The kuder-vocationat interest pattern for the male
artistic projected interest group was recorded as artistic.
social service, computational. musical. The firs highest score
on the artistic scale and the second highest was on the
social service scale which indicated that persons liked a
teaching occupation. It was Gurprising that this group
scored high on the computational scale which seemed to be
inconsistent with artistc and musical interests.
Musical. In considering the comparison of the
profiles between the female music criterion group and the
corresponding projected interest group, it was found that
the highest scores of both groups were on the musical scale
with the mean raw scores in both groups being approximately
one point higher for the projected interest group. The mean
differences of the other scales between the two groups ranged
from 0.4 to 5.7 points. The results showed that agreement
73
in terms of the group profiles was observed.
The Kuder Vocational interest pattern for the female
music criterion group in this study was musical,
outdoor, artistic, literary, while that for the female musical
projected interest group was musical, outdoor, artistic, social
service. The highest. scores of both groups were on the musical
scale. The Kuder Manual interpreted high scores on this
scale to indicate persons who liked going to concerts, playing
insterer,ents, singing or re aading about music and musicians.
The rank order of the three remaining scores: out-
door, artistic, literary obtained by the criterion group and
outdoor, artisti,c social service obtained by the projected
interest group indicated that these groups had, artistic and
literary interests. They supported the description ofthe
musical type for this group. It was not surprising that
these groups scored low on the clerical, scientific,
mechanical, persuasive and computational scales which might
have an aversion for problems requiring a sensitivity for
feelings.
The profile of the male music criterion group was-
lacking owing to the inadequate size of the sae ple in this
study. The Kuder-Vocational interest pat tern for the male
musical projected interest group was musical, social service,
scientific, artistic. The highest score of the group was on
the musical scale which indicated that this group had great





I EA IC LC T I S I AA CAO N T TT C AU NOA I1ED E -Mean for femaleI ECT TTC M SII 0CU O criterion (1)L CSS PAC0
music students
70 81
-Mean for female55 45 39 45 39 SI S6 46 .36 26 6954 44 38 TO 5-4 35 68 80
students obtaining44 7953 34 67 79
53 43 37 49 53 43 34 66 78 the first and
9090 52 42 36 48 42 33 65 77 second highest
So 4 35 47 SI 1 1 2 76
musical scale49 8 40 34 50 41 3 6 3 754847 39 46 49 40 31 22 62 74 scores
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25 19 26 4128 19 15 10
24 18 16 25 27 40 45
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2020 22 16 15 17 1321 .26 37 42
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1 1
10 5 5 13 8 7 4 2 15 23
Fig. 7 Comparison o E Profile of Female Criterion (1
Music Students and Profile of Female Student Obtaining
the Hicthest Musical Scale, Scores,
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N RU EL 0 I EA I SCTU AI SR I CAT0 N TA S C A IU N0 Mean for maleI IH Ea ES R S C EH TC students obtainingIR OC E0E S CS PV A the first and
second highest
musical scale67 62 40 68
66 61 scores
65 61 442 1 55 66 38 33 60 66
60 36 32 59 65
64 40 54 64 35 31 2 64 9090
63 59 62 .1 58 62 34 30 57 21
20
61 38 58 33 29 56 6060 57 3T 572 32 19 55 59
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56316 54 35 49 52 29 26 17
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Fig. 8 Profile of Male Students Obtaining the Highest
Musical Scale Scores.
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scores indicated that these groups had interests in the
teaching profession, solving problems and doing creative
work. The scales in this pattern were quite harmonious with
one another and supported the description of the musical
type for this group. It was also not surprising that this
group scored low on the computational, mechanical and
clerical scales which might have an aversion for problems
requiring a sensitivity for feelings.
Outdoor. In considering the comparison of the
profiles between the female physical education criterion
group and the corresponding outdoor projected interest
group, it was found that the highest score of the criterion
group was on the social Service scale while the highest
score of the projected interest group was on the outdoor
scale. The rank order of the three remaining scores was
outdoor, mechanical, persuasive for the criterion group and
musical, artistic, mechanical for the projected interest
group. The interest patterns of these two groups showed
disagreement with each other. Apprecciale discrepancies
were identified on thie Outdoor, persuasive and social
service scales. This is to say, disagreement was observed
in the profiles between the female physical education
criterion group and the corresponding outdoor projected
interest group. It showed that interest in the outdoor
scale of the Kuder-Vocational did not refer to interest in
physical education at the Colleges of Education.
The comparison of the profiles between the male
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Fig. 9 Comparison of Profii.e Female Criterion (1)
Physical Education Students and Profile of Female Students
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Fig. 10 ComparysOn of Prof Le of Male Criterion (1)
Physical Education and Profile of Male Students
nbtainin the Highest outdoor Scale Scores.
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physical education criterion group and the corresponding
outdoor projected interest group produced similar results
that the highest score'of the criterion group was on the
social service scale and that of the projected interest
group was on the outdoor scale. The rank order of the three
remaining scores was musical, outdoor, literary for the
criterion group and social service, scientific, artistic for
the projected interest group. The interest patterns of these
two groups showed disagreement with each other. Appreciable
discrepancies were identified or, the outdoor, scientific and
musical scles, This is to sa r, disagreement was observed
in the profiles the male the ral e physical education criterion
group and the corresponding rout. door projected interest group.
It showed that interese in the outdoor scale on Kuder-
Vocational did not indicate interest in physical education
Limitations
It occurs to this investigator that the present
study had the following limitations
1. The criterion variables. 'she biggest potential
weakness of this study is that the criterion variables are
assumed to be valid. In f act., this may not be perfectly
true, e.g. the college lecturer may not know the interest
of all his/her students.
at the Colleges of Education
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2. The small size of the male sample. As stated in
Chapter Two, the male students of mathematics, art, music and
physical education could be provided only by the Northcote
College of Education and the number was small, particularly
for music and art students. The small number of male students
might mean that the results in the male group were not very
accurate.
3. English standard. From the. standpoint of both
validity and stability it it is important that the questions
in the inventor T be understood by the subjects. An
wer has no validity if the studen does not understandanswer has non validity if the sytude
graduates ofthe question. A small percentage of the graquestion A small
chinese middle schools might have found some English
difficulties in attempting this inventory, accord todifficultiesdif
the lectures' comments and the researcher also found this
to be so during theadministration of the test It was foundto be so during
that about 40% of the total population were graduates of
Chinese middle schools and 60% groduates of Anglo-chinese
secondary schools. Although the researcher tried his best.
to explain objectively the more difficult English words and
phrases to over come this imitation, it is still possible
that the results from a few of the students with poorer
English were inaccuratd.
4. American national norms. The American national
norms were applied to this study to assist the researcher
to investigate the problems. The subjects in this study
werg, Chinese residents in Hong Kong. Although these American
national norms were found validly applicable to this research
it is still doubtful that, owing to the conceptional
discrepancies existing between the two cultures, there would






It was the purpose of this study to investigate the
concurrent validity of the computational artistic,musical
and outdoor scales of the Kuder Prefernce Record-Vocational
Form C as a measuring instrument to be used as an aid in
discriminating among mathematics, art, Music and physical
education students at two colleges of Education. This study
also aimed at investigating the interest profiles of these
students as indicated by the inventory.
The Kuder-Vocational Form C was administered to all
female mathematics, art music and physical education
students at Grantham College of Education and both male and
female mathematics, art, music and. physical education
students at Northcote College of Education for the academic
year 1975-1976. Data analysis was done by using the phi
correlation with Yates' continuity correction. The chi-
square was used to test for Significance of the phi correlation.
This study of concurrent validity was concerned
primarily with the significance of relationship between the
criteria and projected interests on the computational,
artistic, musical and outdoor scales based on the Kuder-
Vocational. It was studied in four cases with the strongest
validity criterion and projected interest in the first case
turning to the weakest criterion and projected interest in
the fourth case. Althouth the four cases differed.in strength
in both criteria and projected interests, data analysis from
the phi correlation showed. that the results of the four cases
could all the same prove significant relationship at .05 level
of significance between the criteria and the projected
interests on the computatlona artistic and musical scales.
it also showed that interest in the outdoor scale on Kuder-
Vocational does oor raier in physical education
in the folleges of Education In addition, data analysis
Erom the percentaqes of agramint showed good matches
interests on the
cormputatl, artintic and musical scales, but very poor
matches between the criteria and the projected interests on
the outs oor scale in the four cases.
The result of the comparison of the interest profiles
between the criterion group aria is e projected interest group
showed agreement for the computational.arti8stie and musical
scales, and disagreement for the outdoor scale. The Ku der-
Vocational interest patterns for the criterion group and
the projected interest group of females and males were reported.
The interest profiles of various groups at the two Colleges
of Education were studied.
between the criteria and the ptojected
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In the it terpretation of the scores, there may be
some limitations due to the properties of ipsative scores.
However, the merits of using the•ipsative forced-choice
instrument cannot be neglected. The results of this study
may be limited by certain factors: (1) the criterion
variables, (2) the small size of the male samples, (3) English
si-a n:dard an4) American national norms.
Comentdatiomns
1. Recommendations for Application
t:the of the results of this investingation,a) In
it is justoeicao be to racarend the use of Kuder-
Vocational to whest indisinsis responsible for choosing
psycholgical instrurangs shich can be applied to incomingpsy olgical imse ant which can be applied to incoming
fully awaree oft
the curricula oe the Coliege of Edecation, it is
that counn.sellill, with the use of the Kuder Vocationia, be
done With reference to the results of this study.
2. Uecormmendatioils for Further Studies
(a) A fol1ow-up study of item analysis to find out
any items which may be culturally biased, placing the local
Chinese population at some disadvantage should be of value.
(b) A more adequate male sample should be taken in
order to produce more accurate results on the scale scores
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of the Kuder-Vocational.
(c) Although the American national norm can still be
used validly in this study, a study of Hong Kong population
norm for the Kuder-Vocational in order to produce more
accurate results is suggested.
(d) Studies of the validity of the other scales of
mechanical, scientific, persuasive, literary, social service
and clerical of the Kuder-Vocational with local samples
should be of value.
(e) An ingest igation of the relationship between the
Kuder preference Record-Vocational scales and those of
suitable personality investeries be werthy of consideration.
(f) Perhaps an investigation of the Kuder Preference
Record-Vocationl applied to persons engaged in the College
of Education teaching would worth-while.
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APPENDIX B
SAMPLE ROSTER FOR FEINIALE MUSIC CRITERION (1) GROUP
AT GRANTHAM COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Self-FirstFavour' Taking
expresschoicemusicable
o actualI ectur. subject of
Students' Name.No. interestMusicaters'
subj ect in Musicrating present
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1. Lecturers are requested to rate their students' degree
of interest .in the subject by giving a tick to the
appropriate spaces.
2. The students' I.Q, ability, achievement and experience












































1. Name: (English) (Chinese)
2. Sex:
3. Year: 1st/ 2nd/ 3rd (Please delete what is not
appropriate.)
4. Taking of any of the following selective subjects at present:
Art & Craft (Please give a to
Music the boxes aplicable.)
P.E.
Mathematics
5. First choice of any of the folowing selective subjects













1 e. Keep a record of traffic past a certain point.
記 錄 某 處 之 交 通 狀 況
1 k. Exercise in a gymnasium.
在 體 育 館 做 運 動
1 m. Play baseball.
玩 棒 球
1 n. Browse in a library.
在 圖 書 館 翻 閱
1 p. Watch a rehearsal of a large orchestra.
欣 賞 官 弦 樂 隊 排 演
1 y. Be an organist.
成 為 風 琴 演 奏 家
1 z. Raise vegetables.
種 菜
1 D. Visit a museum of science.
參 觀 科 學 博 物 館
1 E. Visit an advertising agency.
參 觀 廣 告 公 司
1 F. Visit a factory in which typerwriter are made.
參 觀 打 字 機 製 造 廠
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1 R. Tinker with a broken sewing machine.
修 理 懷 縫 紉 機
2 E. Raise fine dogs
飼 養 小 狗
2 J. Be an authority on billboard advertising.
成 為 海 報 廣 告 在 權 威
2 K. Visit a motion picture studio
參 觀 活 動 電 影 的 錄 映 室
2. Read about .i arnous men and women in public life,
閱 讀 有 關 名 人 事 蹟
2 O. pead about the lives of the early pioneers of the
閱 讀 有 關 早 晚 在 * 書 在 生 平
2 W.Belong to an amateer astronomy club.
* 的 於 業 餘 * 文 學 會
2 a. Teach. classes on English to applicants for citizenship.
用 英 语 教 學 中 對 人 民 * 的 人
2 e. Conduet adverstising campaigns for florists.
爲 花 商 策 劃 推 行 廣 告 宣 傳 活 動
2 f. Take telephone orders in a florist's shop
在 花 店 记 录 電 話 訂 單
2 h. Be a dean in a university.
成 為 大 學 教 務 張
2 1. Develop a variety of pitless cherry
繁 殖 各 種 無 核 櫻 桃
2 t. Write a musical comedy.
編 撰 音 樂 喜 劇
country.
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3 r.Be well kown as a director of scientific research.
成 為 著 名 的 科 學 研 究 主 任
3 x.Interview applicants for relief.
接 見 申 請 援 助 者
3 k.Cinpile a dictionary of slang.
編 纂 俚 語 字 典
4 A.put advertising circulars in cars passing a street
corner.
在 經 遇 街 口 轉 交 處 的 車 輛 商 貼 上 廣 告 傳 單
4 G.Solicit money for a community chest.
筹 募 公 益 金
4 Q. Make pottery.
製 造 陶 器
4 g. Draw a comic strip.
繪 畫 滑 稽 的 連 環 圖
4 j. Operate a truck farm.
經 營 菜 肴
5 b. prepare the copy for the programs and tickets for the
play.
設 計 戲 劇 的 節 日 表 及 入 場 券 的 稿 樣
5 B. Conduct research on developing a substitute for rubber.
主 持 製 造 橡 膠 代 成 品 的 研 究 工 作
5 k. Compute customers' bills in a cafeteria.
替 自 助 餐 館 的 食 客 記 帳
5 R. Assemble a good assortment of woodworking tools.
收 集 各 種 木 工 工 具
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5 T. Get together a first-aid kit for use in an emergency.
收 集 救 急 用 品 ， 以 備 緊 急 之 需
5 Y. Read manuscripts submitted for publication.
翻 閱 將 要 出 版 的 文 稿
6 A. Direct an amateur play.
導 演 一 □ 精 馀 話 劇
6 D. Play checkers with someone who usually beats you.
與 那 些 經 常 贏 你 的 人 下 跳 棋
6 R. Pick cherries.
□ 摘 櫻 桃
6 e. Be a certifieed public accountant.
做 一 個 註 冊 會 計 師
6 1. Build a fire in a fireplace.
在 壁 爐 生 火
7 1. Write an article on how to raise poultry.
寫 一 篇 關 於 如 何 伺 養 家 禽 的 文 章
7 t. Be the prompter for an amateur play.
做 漢 馀 話 縣 的 提 訓 人
7 y. Compile data on the sales of the typewriter.
編 輯 銷 售 打 字 機 的 資 料
7 C. Make a study of immigration into the United States.
作 一 個 移 民 美 國 的 研 究
7 G. Teach architecture.
教 授 建 築 學
7 M. Give someone a shampoo.
送 洗 頭 水 給 某 人
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8 E. Work on a ranch
在 畜 牧 場 工 作
8 U. Decorate furniture.
裝 修 家 私
8 W. Raise turkeys.
伺 養 大 雞
8 Y. Design new fabrics.
設 計 新 穎 的 織 物
8 a. Build a hand loom.
造 一 具 手 搖 紡 織 機
8 d. Make a lfie mask of a famous person.
做 一 副 生 動 的 名 人 面 具
8 h. Take care of the balletin boards in a large business
oranisation.
在 一 間 大 商 業 機 構 中 處 理 有 關 布 千 板 的 工 作
8 k. Have e ple treat you as an aqual.
要 別 人 公 平 地 對 待 你
8 q. Conduct research on what makes jokes funny.
主 持 ┌ 為 什 麽 笑 話 那 麼 有 趣 ┘ 的 研 究 工 作
8 s. Make a jigsaw puzzle for a sick person.
做 一 份 拼 圖 給 病 人 玩 玩
9 G. Take a broken lock apart to see what is wrong with it.
將 爛 鎖 拆 開 ， 查 看 何 處 壞 了
9 U. Be the secretary of a Congressman.
做 國 會 議 員 的 秘 書
10 J. Take a course in business English.
英 文 课
讀 商 業 英 文 課 程
10 U. Stay at a fashionable resort.
10 W. Take a trip over back country roans.
村 後 的 路 上
n. Be a court stenographer
員
11 q. Be known as happy-go-lucky.
1以 隨 遇 的 安 知 名
11 x. Be considered hard boiled
刻 薄 的
11 E. Operate a. mimeograph.
12 D. DO figure skating
作 花 式作 花 式 溜 冰
12 E. Play polo.
12 K. Work in a candy factory
在 糖 果 廠 工 作
12 W study stenography
習 速
12 f. Work mechanical puzzles.
解 決 技 術 上 的 疑 難
流 連 於 上 流 人 物 常 到 的 地 方
在 村 後 的 路 上 漫 步
做 法 庭 速 記 員
以 隨 遇 的 安 知 名
被 是 為 尖 酸 刻 薄 的
操 作 油 印 機
玩 馬 球
學 習 速 記






















































































ANIS PROGRAM DOES NOT USE THE 'PLOT WITH VARIABLE HORIZONTAL
ANIS RO LIMIT AND WITH AUTOMATIC SCALING ALONG THE VERTICAL
ANIS' METHOD OWNING TO THE QUALITY OF THE DATA. THEY ARE
SCORES. THE BEST SCALING IS FROM 0 TO 100 ALTHOUGH THE DATA
SEENS NOT WITH HIGH MARKS. MOREOVER, THE VEERTICAL SCALE IS
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FEMALE MATHEMATICS STUDENTS USING CRITERION (1)
THE HORIZONTAL HISTOGRAN OF STANDARD DEVIATIONS & PONT PLOT OF THE MEANS












FEMALE ART SUTDENTS USING CRITERION (1)
THE HORIZORTAL DISTOGRAN OF SIANDARD DEVTATIONS & POINT PLOT OF THE MEANS












FEMALE P. E. STUDENTS USING CRITERION (1)
THE RORIZCLTAL HISIOGRAM OF STANDARD DEVIATIONS & POINT PLOT OF THE NEANS












MALE MATHEMATICS STUDENTS USING CRITERION (1)
THE HORL ONTAL HISTOGRA OF STANDARD DEVTATIONS & POINT PLOT OF THE MEANS











MALE P. E. STUDENTS USING CRITERION (1)
THE MISTOSION OR STANDASD DEVIATIONS R POTAT PLOT OF TME MEANS















FEMALES SECURING THE PROJECTED COMPUTATIONAL SCALE SCORES
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FEMALES SECURING THE PROJECTED ARTISTIC SCALE SCORES
THE HORIUNTAL HISTOSTAM OF STANDARD DEVIATIONS & POINT PLOT OF THE MEANS












FEMALES SECURING THE PROJECTED MUSICAL SCALE SCORES
TRE HOKI70ntTNfstOGRAU OF STANDARO DEVIATIONS & POINT PLOT OF THE MEANS
10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65













MALES SECURING THE PROJECTED COMPUTATIONAL SCALE SCORES
THE HDRIZONT HIST OF STANDARD PEVIATIOWS& POINTPLOT OF THE











MALES SECURING THE PROJECTED ARTISTIC SCALE SCORES
HAEIZONT NISIDFA OF SITHOARD DEVTATIONS& POINT PLOT OF THE MEANS




























MALES SECURING THE PROJECTED MUSICAL SCALE SCORES
THE HOH17 HISTOERAN OF STAHNGRD OF OTIONS & POINT PLOT OF THE MEANS












MALES SECURING THE PROJECTED OUTDOOR SCALE SCORE!







THE HOELET HISTOSOE OF STANDAFD DEVIATIOAS& POINNT PLOT OF THE MEANS
TEST 1
TEST 3
TEST 9
TEST 10


